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It’s Cool to Learn New Words!
By Assistant Principal Stephanie Carpenter

One of the foundations of school success is academic 
language and vocabulary. The more expansive a child’s 
vocabulary is, the more access he or she will have to 
increasingly complex texts. We learn primarily through 
language, and we use language to express our understanding.
It is imperative that our children have the vocabulary they
need to express themselves and their learning. 

There are many ways to grow your child’s vocabulary 
at home. Here are two methods you may want to try:

1. My Word Wall.All classrooms at West have Word Walls. Why not let your 
child make one at home? The purpose of a Word Wall is to have visual reminders 
of words, pictures to represent the words and the word parts. Use your child’s
closet door, the side of your refrigerator or any other open spot. Write words on
index cards and arrange them by category—for example, “Social Studies” words 
(expansion, revolution) or “Science” words (photosynthesis, mineral). Each time
you add a word to the wall, ask your child what it means. This activity can be 
expanded by making sentences with the words and using the Word Wall as a 
springboard for storytelling. If you child cannot remember the words being studied
at school, then ask your child’s teacher for a list of content vocabulary words.

2. Games to Go. In the car, let your child pick a random letter of the alphabet 
(say, H), and take turns identifying things you see that begin with that letter 
(house, hydrangea, hydrant). If you say a word that is unfamiliar to your child,
point out the item and explain the meaning so he or she learns it. Keep track of 
how many different words you can name within a few city blocks, then pick 
another letter. Tip: Help your child remember the words later on by asking 
questions like, “What was the name of that beautiful purple and pink flower 
we saw in many front yards?” (hydrangea)

Message from
Principal Vroman...

We are halfway 
through March…where
has the time gone?! 
In a few short weeks,
when the 2017-2018
DCPS lottery results are released, 
we will be welcoming more Tigers to our
family. We hope you will join us in helping 
to make our new Tigers feel right at home 
at West. Please email me at Megan.Vroman
@dc.gov if you are willing to write welcome
notes, greet families at Admitted Families
Day (April 11) or help plan ECE play dates. 
NOTE: Students who write five welcome
notes can earn a Free-Dress Day coupon!

Last month, we administered an interim 
Student Satisfaction Survey, and I am pleased
to share that our student satisfaction rate 
is 99 percent. For context, in School Year 
2014-2015, our student rating was 78 percent,
and last year, it was 84 percent. This is an 
incredibly meaningful metric to me as your
principal. I deeply believe that children
should feel safe, be known by their school
staff and find joy in coming to school, and 
our interim results reflect that our scholars
feel this way. I am proud of our incredible
West team and all the love and energy they 
invest in their work every day. Thank you for
continuing to support and invest in our school
community. It truly takes a village!
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West Celebrates Pi Day with Creativity
An update from Mr. Gann, Middle Grades math teacher...

March 14 is a very important day for mathematicians: It’s Pi (�) Day! 
With an approximate value of 3.14159, � is the ratio between a circle’s 
circumference (distance around) and diameter (distance across). It is an essential
concept in geometry, trigonometry, physics and many other math-related fields. 
So, on 3/14 at 1:59 PM, we started our own Pi Day celebration at West.

Working in teams that spanned all three middle grades, students rotated through
four stations to deepen their understanding of �. With Mr. Biega, they measured the
circumference and diameter of different circular objects and plotted their findings
on graphs. With Mrs. Wolf, they learned about the difference between rational and
irrational numbers. With Ms. Gordon, students watched a video about the history 
of � and tested their knowledge by using � to calculate unknown circumferences,
diameters and radii (half the distance across a circle). Students had great 
conversations across grade levels about how to solve these kinds of problems.

Finally, at my station, students learned techniques for memorizing � using music
and mnemonic devices. For example, if you count the number of letters in each
word in the following sentence, you can remember the first nine digits of �: 
“How I wish I could calculate pi easily today!” Students worked together to 

memorize as many digits of � as they could in 
four minutes. The winning team managed to recall 
38 digits, but they had trouble fitting all of those 
numbers on two tables!

Pi Day was a great way to connect with the math that we have been studying 
in all three grades this year—as well as to provide students with a preview of 
upcoming topics. All of the scholars went home with a small pie, but the biggest
prize was the opportunity to hit me in the face with a much larger one!

View photos and learn more at www.westschool.org/news-and-events.

March Madness Update
We are thrilled by the effort all of our classes
have given this month. That said, the Final
Four are...Fisk, Hampton, Penn and Brown.
Keep up the good work!

Many Thanks to All!
Our Read-a-Thon fundraiser during Reading
Week was a huge success. Collectively, we
raised $2,775.93. This money will go toward
purchasing 10 computers and 52 hard-cover
books for the West Library. We offer our 
sincere appreciation to all who donated and
reached out to friends and family members 
to raise funds. We surpassed our $1,000 goal 
because of your hard work. We also are
pleased to report that Ms. Nemeroff’s class
won a pizza party for having the most 
students who raised funds. Congratulations!
We offer a big thank-you to Ms. Wilson for
her commitment to enhancing the West 
Library with new technology and great 
books. We also thank Nailah Williams and 
Carmen Coles for leading this fundraiser. 

Claire’s Gourmet
We have extended the ordering deadline until
Monday, March 27. Orders may be placed
until noon through either the yellow forms 
or online. No orders can be accepted after 
that time. Questions? Contact Jess Marcella 
at jdsmarcella@gmail.com.

Important Dates to Remember...
• March 31―End of Term (No school)
• April 10―Honors Assembly (9 AM)
• April 11―Admitted Families Day (9 AM)
• April 12―Growth Mindset for Parents,

Part 2 (5 PM), followed by 
Family Appreciation Night (6 PM)

• April 13―PSCO Meeting (6 PM)
• April 17 to 21―Spring Break


